www.beaver.life

Beaver.life is church online, it can be accessed from your phone, tablet or PC—any internet enabled device—even a smart TV!

It is a place of hope, full of faith, wrapped up in love.

Listen, watch, enjoy, get involved!

Become part of the community/family!!!!

On the web site there are videos, quizzes, prizes and much, much more, check it out, its updated daily.

Scan the QR code for direct access to the website radio and tv broadcasts.

Scan this and send us your contact details. All information is held confidentially, and in accord with the data regulations.

www.beaver.life

Postal address: Beaver.life
Studio 16769
Po box 7169
Poole
Bh15 9EL

Phone: 03301331545
Fax: 07728687388
Email: info@beaver.life
Go to the website—**www.beaver.life**

It is a place for a great music mix, the home of Beaver Tomtom, a place of chat, conversation of the issues of the day, sport updates, news, fun and laughter, but also hope and encouragement, supported through faith and wrapped up in love.

Play the radio, watch the videos on your phone, go to the website and follow the links. Play on your tablet computer, link it to a speaker and it’s better than old fashioned air waves radio!!

Stream it via your smart tv!

**Podcasts,**

**Tv videos,**

**Radio stream**

**Live chat**

**Prayer and worship**

Beaver.life is you and me. People together, family, community.

Beaver.life is about fun and enjoyment.

Beaver.life is about looking above and beyond and also within ourselves.

Beaver.life also knows that life can be tough, lonely and hard. Life can be bitter sweet.

Don’t feel alone, get in touch, check out the website for help and pointers.

Beaver.life aims to be available 24/7 no other church can offer that!!

Call:03301331545